Q223  QA-Nondestructive Test (NDT) Source Inspection

This Purchase Contract is subject to Buyer’s (NDT) Source Inspection. Buyer inspection(s) of the articles or services purchased hereunder will be required prior to performing the required NDT discipline or shipping parts to buyer approved processor.

To accomplish NDT source inspection as required by the purchase contract, Buyer’s Source Inspection representative will use the pre-planned document furnished to you under this Purchase Contract, entitled as follows:

- Buy to Package (BTP), Supplier Technical Requirement (STR) or
- Procured Product Acceptance Requirements (PPAR) or
- Manufacturing Operations Instructions for "Purchased Labor" procurements

If Seller is a “Supplier Portal” supplier, then Seller will use the Supplier’s Portal system to request Source Inspection.

If Seller is not a “Supplier Portal” supplier, then supplier shall call the source dispatch hotline at (818) 586-2790 to obtain buyer's source inspection.

Seller's requests for source inspection shall be made to the buyer a minimum of three days prior to the day Seller plans on having the inspection performed.

Evidence of Buyer's performance of NDT Source Inspection shall be supplied (certification) with each shipment of hardware. Buyer's Source Inspection Acceptance stamp or signature shall appear on the applicable certification.